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NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR: Chapter 9: I included this excerpt because it reveals different 

characters and provides insight to how society is and to Ariana forging a relationship with her sister 

again. 

LaVonte purchased the condo Ariana was staying in because he needed a place to stay when he 

would be in Morple on business. If she had it her way, he would have purchased a property in Costa 

Mor, but LaVonte argued it would draw too much attention. Ariana couldn’t argue against that. A 

fully tattooed Black man and his Latina wife would have turned heads in a neighborhood full of White 

families residing in mansions peering over the ocean from 150 feet up. Their Black security detail 

carrying Barrett REC7 rifles and Desert Eagles would distress the neighbors, too. Costa Mor residents 

relied on A.I. security systems, but LaVonte didn’t trust computers to protect him and his wife. 

Persuading him to let her go to  

Morple without security was a chore, but he eventually caved. Ariana insisted it would make 

fitting in more difficult, something she was already having trouble with. A concession she had to make 

in order to get LaVonte to agree to send her to Morple without any of his men was she was required 

to check in with him more often than she usually would.  

Although Ariana’s preferred Morple home would’ve been in Costa Mor, there wasn’t much about 

the flat she could complain about. With five bedrooms and six bathrooms, it was bigger than most 

houses on the island. One of the ways Morple gentrified The District was by tearing down rundown 

apartments that were once homes to diswors who could no longer afford their rent-controlled rates. 

To replace those obsolete buildings, real estate developers built luxurious condos under the premise 

they would serve as second homes to executives who frequented Morple for business. The initiative 

worked, attracting billionaires from all over the country and world to invest in The District’s real 

estate. Since the state’s capital was now hosting the world’s one-percent community, it had to ensure 

it could provide entertainment so their stays were enjoyable. This led to the city’s uptick in fine dining 



establishments, legislators allocating more funding for infrastructure, the implementation of modern 

architecture, and creating a  

more attractive destination.  

The Jackson’s condo was on the top floor of the city’s most expensive building, providing Ariana 

with a bird’s eye view of the city that raised her. All of the best restaurants to eat in The District were 

right below her, a quick jaunt from her building. The surrounding area demonstrated affluence, but 

as she lifted her gaze, she could see the neighborhoods where the people whose families had lived in 

Morple since its inception lived. Swiftly, development pushed them to the undesirable, 

underdeveloped outskirts of the city. After the next cycle of expansion, Ariana didn’t think they’d have 

anywhere to go. This contributed to her reason for moving out of Morple so quickly.  

If Ariana couldn’t have a spot in Costa Mor, it would be this specific condo. She was so gung-

ho about it because the vantage point gave her a view of Robin’s home, one within the boundaries of 

where The District’s wealthy residents called home. Until now, Ariana never expected to spend any 

time staying here, but knowing they owned property that could see her sister comforted her.  


